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Real Estate Loans to Tighten?

 Banks having to change how they account for potential loan losses means the 
types and terms of loans being made will change

 Could lead to a reduction of lending for real estate

 The changes are based around ruling that banks have to establish reserves 
based on expected losses rather than incurred losses

 The total amount all US banks set aside in reserves for losses increased to 
$124.7 billion at the end of 2018

 Banks expect that number to increase by 20% to 60% which is another $25 to 
$75 billion 

 This means more conservative lending so the impact of the calculation is not 
as high for the banks



Co-living coming to Atlanta
 Co-living has officially been proposed at locations in Atlanta 

 Reynoldstown and Chosewood Park are the first two destinations

 In Reynoldstown, there would be 36 co-living units (out of 176 total units), 
each with three to six bedrooms per unit

 All-in monthly cost is $840 per month in comparison to the average $1400 
per month in Reynoldstown (roughly 60% of the average rent price) for a 347 
SF unit with shared kitchens and amenity spaces

 Amenity space will provided similarly to other units such as daycares, 
swimming pools, rooftop terrace, weekly cleaning services, etc.



Machines to Replace Brokers?

 VTS is preparing to launch an online marketplace to automate some lease 
transactions between tenants and building owners without brokers

 $90 million is the investment funding that VTS received this time as part of the 
launch

 This brings VTS’s value beyond $1 billion 

 VTS is largely funded by landlords so may not have the tenant’s best interest in 
play 

 VTS also claims that their mission is not to get rid of brokers, just to make deals in 
the marketplace easier for them to grasp without jumping through all of the hoops

 But experts still believe that real estate thrives off human interaction



Downtown’s Largest Creative Office

 The Orlando investor wants to acquire and renovate 100 Edgewood building 
into the largest creative office building in downtown Atlanta

 This comes at a time where creative office space is growing in Atlanta and 
companies are relocating to be in creative office space

 According to Third & Urban, creative office space accounts for less than 5% of 
Atlanta’s overall office market, but accounts for 25% of the demand

 With most of the new construction for creative office being done in West 
Midtown, this may give companies more options to be downtown but still have 
the perks of a creative office space



Another Big Tenant moving for Mixed-Use 
Space
 Jones Day, one of Atlanta’s biggest law firms, is in the works of moving from 
Pershing Park Plaza to Colony Square

 They have held 120,000 SF for roughly 15 years at Pershing Park but are 
looking to expand into a more up-to-date office space with more mixed-use 
capabilities around it

 Law Firms in Atlanta now want to be able to engage more in their community 
and have the ability to walk to eat, go on a patio, etc.

 Along with better community, Colony Square offers better access to transit 
which is being taken into consideration by more firms now

 This is also to attract young talent to come work for these firms



Central Perimeter Density is turning more into 
Midtown

 Gold Kist headquarters building (260K SF) may be moving to a 2M SF mixed-
use development sight according to owner Crown Holdings

 This is just one project in the pipeline of many mixed-use developments in the 
Central Perimeter area

 This movement is turning CP into more of an urban environment

 Most of these sites are clustered around I-285 and Georgia 400 with easy 
access to transport, another driving factor 

 Some experts believe that Marta is a driving factor for continued success in 
density increase, but others think that not enough commuters have access to 
Marta near their homes

 Another testament to workers in Atlanta submarkets wanting to live, work, 
and play in the same area


